
 

SETUP FOR MUSICAL TROOP DRILL 

Materials tape measure ground paint  

  4 orange cones     (double if possible) 

  Full dressage letter set 

  6 mounted games flags : 3x2 of same colour 

 

  White board  markers  eraser   blue tac  laminated cards/paper  

  ?ponies for using on board I use magnetic markers 

  Regular laundry pegs 2 colours, one per rider 

  Music player  extension cord  ipod/iphone   

   

SETUP 

To make it more practical for troops with large numbers, set up an arena that is 30 by 60 m 

Put orange cones at the four corner points 

And dressage letters at other points. Mark all positions on the ground with ground paint… (Cause someone is sure to 
either move your cones and you don’t want to measure it up again.) 

You can put flags (like the ones from 5 flag)  of matching colours at K and M (i.e. both red), and H and F(both blue) to 
help junior riders understand the diagonals better. (Command Across DIAGNONAL from red flag to red flag.) 

##When teaching really young riders who are unlikely to trot as a whole group well, I walk the full move the arena 

back down to 15m wide by 30m long. This means they get through the movements quicker and I can get to 
different positions on the arena when required.             This is when the ground paint is really helpful. You can 
premark this junior arena so that between sessions you can modify your arena for the next troop quickly if 
necessary.  

 

Also set up a miniature arena close by... 5m by 15 m that is constructed to match the big arena. This means 
another set of dressage letters and 4 more corner cones and flags. 

This arena  is helpful to start the lesson with the riders on foot and go through the movements without worrying 
about ponies and also to save your voice… 

White board. I have a large whiteboard with an arena on it with electricity tape. This allows me to draw on the board 
and clean it off without losing the arena. 

Music: Our club purchased a single speaker that you can plug your iPod into. It is fabulous for this purpose. My 
daughter has downloaded some fabulous music onto it which is appropriate for all different age groups. We use a lot 
of Disney themes as well as any current movie music that has a strong and happy beat. It requires power so I need a 



very long extension cord. We keep the speaker in the back of the land cruiser with the back down, which means its 
dry if the weather changes. And secure overnight. 

TEACHING: 

Children start unmounted sitting on the ground in front of the white board. Basic introductions find out who has 
done it before, and tell them you are looking for leaders with nice steady ponies who can remember the 
movements. Helps to ask troop leaders for advice too. 

Teach movements: generally start in single file at A , ride up the centreline, split (ones go left twos go right) go large, 
form pairs at C up Centreline… 

Practise movements on foot in small arena 

Mount; walk through movements in large arena without music 

Start again, trot through movements.  Listen to music 

Play music and away they go… 

 

Naming movements. 

I find the best way for the children to remember the movements is to give them a name. The names become clear as 
you draw them on to the whiteboard. 

They need to know what you mean by the centre line.  

They need to be numbered off in ones and twos (half sections) 

I put pegs on the left forearms so if they pass they know to pass with their left arms closest to their partner. 

 

Movements  see diagrams… 

BASIC: split at C ones go left twos go right, form pairs back at A (turn first make pair second) 

Zipper /   ## Zipper with change of rein ##pairs zipper 

Grapes /   ##figure 8 grapes 

Wineglass /   upside-down wine glass 

Weave across diagonal Ones in front of twos 

Butterfly 

Pass# this can be very hard for smaller children always pass Left to left 

 

 

 

 



      

 

 

 

 


